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Technique for connecting teeth

Avoid use of provisional cements.

Ivoclar Vivadent Multilink Automix and Kuraray RelyX Unicem 2, Kerr Maxcem Elite Chroma,

Use resin cement.

tooth preparation and the implant abutment,

Scratch and roughen the axial walls of the preparation. If the abutment crown comes loose

from the tooth, the tooth will intrude into the bone

implant abutment very parallel to the tooth

preparation. If the abutment crown comes loose

can then connect the crown to the implant, as in

transformation toughening to reduce subsequent

waiting until zirconia has had a few more years of

Use porcelain-fused-to-metal.

Select only strong, healthy teeth.

contrary to popular belief, when accomplished

many years of placing implants, I will fully admit

to implants

challenges, a few of which have been identified in

areas where the conventional-diameter implants

grafting to allow conventional-diameter implants.

make the prosthesis. She rejected having more

natural teeth to support a fixed prosthesis. Figs. 5

There are many times when there are not enough

tooth to an implant.

dilemma by connecting the remaining natural

connection of a natural tooth to an implant

Financial considerations.

Natural tooth to implant connection

There also are numerous other legitimate reasons

controversial case at a time when both concepts

had failed, and we seated a fixed prosthesis over

prosthesis on the maxillary arch has now served more than 30 years.

than place an implant in that area, the two

bone density in the posterior right mandibular area

eliminates the extra procedures and costs

time for maturation, and is expensive for patients

extensive and expensive dental treatment.

debilitated, and had dental treatment fail in his

connecting the implant to a natural tooth.

the fixed prosthesis in 2004. The radiograph on the right is the same
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The photo in Fig. 3 was taken 14 years after
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healed bone. There is almost no bone in the anterior area.
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